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Outage Balancing in Downlink Non-Orthogonal
Multiple Access With Statistical Channel State
Information
Sulong Shi, Longxiang Yang, and Hongbo Zhu
Abstract—This paper considers a downlink non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) system where the source intends to
transmit independent information to the users at targeted data
rates under statistical channel state information at the transmit-
ter. The problem of outage balancing among the users is studied
with the issues of power allocation, decoding order selection, and
user grouping being taken into account. Specifically, with regard
to the max-min fairness criterion, we derive the optimal power
allocation in closed-form and prove the corresponding optimal
decoding order for the elementary downlink NOMA system. By
assigning a weighting factor for each user, the analytical results
can be used to evaluate the outage performance of the downlink
NOMA system under various fairness constraints. Further, we
investigate the case with user grouping, in which each user group
can be treated as an elementary downlink NOMA system. The
associated problems of power and resource allocation among
different user groups are solved. The implementation complexity
issue of NOMA is also considered with focus on that caused
by successive interference cancellation and user grouping. The
complexity and performance tradeoff is analyzed by simulations,
which provides fruitful insights for the practical application of
NOMA. The simulation results substantiate our analysis and
show considerable performance gain of NOMA when compared
with orthogonal multiple access.
Index Terms—non-orthogonal multiple access, statistical chan-
nel state information, outage probability, fairness, optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE concept of superposition coding (SC) is originallyproposed for broadcast channels (BCs), where the dis-
parity in the channel qualities of the users due to the near-
far effect and the random fading nature of the radio channels
can be exploited as a new degree of freedom for potential
performance gains [1]. Recently, SC has received renewed
attentions for its large potential in throughput and user fairness
enhancement [2], [3]. In particular, non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) by using SC at the transmitter and successive
interference cancellation (SIC) at the receiver has been widely
studied and is recognized as a promising candidate for future
5G systems. In [4], [5], the problem of multi-user scheduling
in NOMA is investigated. In [6], [7] and references therein,
system-level performance evaluation of NOMA is conducted
from various perspectives. All these works show considerable
performance gain of NOMA when compared with orthogonal
multiple access (OMA).
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In NOMA systems, independent signals dedicated to dif-
ferent users are transmitted concurrently in the same time-
frequency channel, which causes strong inter-user interference
when decoding at the receiver sides. To attain the potential
performance gain of NOMA, advanced reception technique
that can distinguish the overlapped signals is required [8]. SIC
is the mostly considered for its low complexity and simplicity
of application in existing systems [2], [9]. However, SIC gives
rise to the problem of decoding order selection at the receivers,
which complicates the performance optimization of NOMA,
since the decoding order selection problem is of combinatorial
nature and difficult to solve in many cases of interest. Most of
the existing work on NOMA assume that instantaneous chan-
nel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter [4]–
[7]. In this case, the fading BC (which models the downlink
NOMA system from an information-theoretic viewpoint) can
be treated as multiple parallel degraded BCs [10]–[12]; hence,
only the decoding order selection problem of the degraded
BC needs to be considered. The capacity-achieving decoding
order of a degraded BC is already very clear in the literature
[13]. However, when CSI is unavailable at the transmitter, the
problem becomes rather complicated. In this case, only the
outage capacity region of the fading BC is solved [14], [15].
Interested readers can refer to [16]–[19] and references therein
for the information-theoretic work on the fading BC without
transmit CSI.
The lack of transmit CSI is a non-trivial case of practical
interest. This may happen when the feedback links are limited
or for other reasons. In contrast, statistical CSI is easier to
obtain, especially in NOMA systems where multiple users are
involved in a transmission. Hence it is improtant to investigate
the performance of NOMA under statistical CSI. We focus on
the downlink scenario where the source transmits to each user
at a targeted data rate, for which the outage probability is an
appropriate performance metric [20], [21]. In [22], the outage
performance of the downlink NOMA system was analyzed for
preassigned power allocation and decoding order while not the
optimal one. The work in [23] investigated the impact of power
allocation on the fairness outage performance of the downlink
NOMA system. However, they did not consider the decoding
order selection problem, only the optimal power allocation for
a preassigned decoding order was solved.
In this paper, power allocation and decoding order selection
are jointly studied for the downlink NOMA system to balance
the outage probabilities of the users. As in [23], the max-min
fairness criterion is considered. Moveover, to facilitate more
2flexible fairness modeling, weighting factors are assigned for
the users to indicate the relative importance of their success
probabilities. The purpose of this work is two folds, one is
to provide a theoretical tool for evaluation of the fairness
outage performance of NOMA in the downlink scenario, the
other is to analyze the complexity and performance tradeoff
of NOMA under the investigated system setup. The fairness
enhanced nature of NOMA has been extensively studied [24],
[25]. However, these work concentrated on the achievable rate
performance with the assumption that CSI is available at the
transmitter, fairness with regard to the outage performance is
not considered. The second purpose is motivated by the fact
that the complexity of SIC scales at least linearly with the
number of the users [9], [13], [26], which forms the main
obstacle to the practical application of NOMA. We investigate
the effectiveness of user grouping in combating this problem.
Specifically, we can divide the users into multiple groups and
schedule only one group of the users at each time. Obviously,
the complexity of SIC depends on the size of the groups. Also,
the power and resource allocation among different user groups
as well as the user grouping algorithm will introduce new
complexity issues. All these aspects are taken into account
when analyzing the complexity and performance tradeoff in
our work. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Solving the joint power allocation and decoding order
selection problem analytically for outage balancing in the
elementary downlink NOMA system where all users are
scheduled simultaneously (i.e., without user grouping).
Note that in [23], the power allocation problem was
investigated for a given decoding order only; moveover,
only numerical solution of the optimal power allocation
was obtained by using an iterative search algorithm which
introduces nontrivial computational complexity.
• Investigating user grouping in downlink NOMA as well
as the corresponding inter-group power and resource allo-
cation problems. A low-complexity algorithm is provided
to obtain the optimal resource allocation among the user
groups to balance the outage probabilities of the users.
• Conducting and comparing the simulations with different
types of resource allocation (continuous, discrete, or
without) and user grouping (random, optimal, or without)
to investigate the complexity and performance tradeoff of
the downlink NOMA system. It is demonstrated that user
grouping is an effective method in reducing the complex-
ity of NOMA, while causes only moderate performance
degradation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model and the optimization problems.
In section III, the power allocation and decoding order selec-
tion problems are investigated for the elementary downlink
NOMA system. The case with user grouping is considered in
Section IV. Simulation results are given in Section V. Also, the
complexity and performance tradeoff of NOMA is discussed.
Section VI concludes this paper.
Notations: Throughout this paper, E(γ) denotes the expec-
tation of the random variable γ and we use γ|α=α0 to denote
the value of the variable γ when α = α0. We denote by Pr(O)
the probability of the event O and by O the complementary
event of O.
II. SYSTEM SETUP AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a downlink NOMA system with a source node and
K destination nodes or users, Uk, k ∈ K = {1, 2, · · · ,K}. All
the nodes are equipped with a single antenna. The source has
the mission of delivering mutually independent information to
the users at a targeted data rate, denoted by rk for each user
Uk, k ∈ K. Unlike in conventional OMA systems where each
channel block can be used by at most one user, in NOMA more
than one users can be scheduled simultaneously in the same
channel block. Specifically, the independent signals dedicated
to the scheduled users are combined at the source using SC and
then transmitted to the users. At the user sides, SIC is adopted
to extract the desired information from the combined signal. It
is assumed that the channels between the source and the users
undergo independent Rayleigh fadings that are constant over
one channel block while vary independently from block to
block (i.e., block fading). Moveover, as in [23], it is assumed
that perfect CSI is known to the appropriate receivers while
only statistical CSI is known to the source.
We consider both the cases with and without user grouping.
For the case without user grouping, all the users are scheduled
simultaneously in each channel block, which is termed the
elementary downlink NOMA system in this paper. In this case,
the signal received by user Uk can be written as
yk =
√
Hkhkx+ zk, k ∈ K, (1)
where x is the signal transmitted by the source, hk is the
normalized Rayleigh fading coefficient between the source and
user Uk, Hk is the average channel gain from the source to
user Uk, and zk is the additive white gaussian noise with zero
mean and variance N0 at user Uk. It should be noted that the
transmit signal x is a superposition of K independent user-
dedicated signals, which goes
x =
∑
k∈K
√
αkPxk, (2)
where the signal xk contains the information required by Uk
and satisfies E(|xk|2) = 1, P is the short-term transmit power
constraint, and αk is the power allocation factor (PAF) for
Uk denoting the proportion of the transmit power allocated to
xk. For notation, use γk = PHk|hk|2/N0 and Γk = E(γk)
to denote the channel SNR of user Uk and its mean value,
respectively. Thus, γk follows an exponential distribution with
parameter 1/Γk.
When decoding at each user Uk, k ∈ K, the desired signal
xk is interfered by the other users’ signals. SIC will be
carried out at the users to mitigate the negative effect of the
inter-user interference. The interference cancellation process
is determined by the decoding order which we denote by a
permutation of the user indices as pi = {π1, π2, · · · , πK},
namely, if πi = k, then xk (or xpii ) is the i-th user signal to
be decoded. At each step of SIC, the previously decoded user
signals can be regenerated by using the same channel coding
and modulation as having been used by the source and then
3cancelled out from the received signal. Hence when decoding
the i-th user’s signal xpii , the interference from the j-th user’s
signal xpij with j < i can be removed. At the k-th user Upik ,
the SNR associated with the decoding of the i-th user’s signal
can be given by
γpikpii =
γpikαpii
γpikα
pii
I + 1
, k ∈ K, i ≤ k, (3)
where αpiiI =
∑K
j=i+1 αpij denotes the sum of the PAFs of the
users whose signals are decoded later than xpii . So Upik will
fail in decoding xpii if γpikpii < 2
rpii − 1. Note that the SNR
expression in (3) is based on the assumption that xpij , j < i
have been successfully decoded at the k-th user. We have the
outage event of xpii at Upik under decoding order pi as follows
Opikpii =
 ⋃
j∈K,j≤i
γpikpij < 2
rpij − 1
 , k ∈ K, i ≤ k. (4)
The outage event of the k-th user is simply the outage event
of xpik at user Upik , i.e., Opikpik .
Here, our purpose is to find the optimal power allocation and
decoding order selection to balance the outage probabilities of
the users under certain fairness constraint, which is formulated
as the following minimum weighted success probability max-
imization (MinWSP-Max) problem
max
α,pi
min
k∈K
(
1− Pr
{
Opikpik
})wpik (5a)
s.t. pi ∈ Π, (5b)
0 ≤ αpik ≤ 1, for k ∈ K,pi ∈ Π, (5c)∑
k∈K
αpik ≤ 1, for pi ∈ Π. (5d)
where wpik is the weighting factor of the k-th user denoting
the relative importance of its success probability and Π is the
set of all candidate decoding orders.
When user grouping is considered, the users are divided into
multiple groups and only one group of users are scheduled in
each channel block. In other words, the different user groups
are orthogonally multiplexed. In each group, the transmission
from the source to the users follows the same way as that in an
elementary downlink NOMA system. In fact, each user group
can be treated as an elementary downlink NOMA system with
fewer users, for which a similar problem as stated in (5) can
be formulated. In order to balance the outage performance of
the users in different groups, inter-group power and channel
resource allocation should be considered. The details on these
problems are deferred to Section IV.
III. SOLUTION OF THE MINWSP-MAX PROBLEM
To solve the MinWSP-Max problem, a main obstacle is the
decoding order selection which is nonlinear and of combi-
natorial nature. Since the number of the candidate decoding
orders is K!, which can be large for even moderate values of
K , it is difficult to acquire a knowledge on the relationship
between the decoding order and the outage probabilities of
the users. To circumvent this challenging issue, we first study
the optimal power allocation problem under a certain assumed
decoding order. The recognitions acquired on the optimal
power allocation under a given decoding order make it more
easier to grasp how does the decoding order affect the fairness
among the users. Then, by induction, we derive the optimal
decoding order from the outage balancing perspective. The
optimal PAFs and balanced outage probabilities of the users
are obtained in closed-form by investigating the optimal power
allocation under the optimal decoding order.
A. Optimal power allocation under a certain decoding order
Consider any decoding order pi = {π1, π2, · · · , πK}. From
(4), to decode xpii successfully at Upik , i ≤ k and k ∈ K, a
necessary condition is
γpikαpii
1 + γpikα
pii
I
≥ 2rpii − 1, (6)
which can be rephrased as
γpik [αpii − (2
rpii − 1)αpiiI ] ≥ 2
rpii − 1. (7)
Obviously, when αpii − (2rpii − 1)αpiiI ≤ 0, the inequality in
(7) can never be satisfied, namely, xpii can never be decoded
irrespective of the channel SNR. Hence, the PAFs should be
selected such that
αpik − (2
rpik − 1)αpikI > 0, k ∈ K, (8)
or else the users will always be in outage, which is unwanted.
In the following, we focus on the decoding of xpi1 and xpi2
at an arbitrary user Upin and assume that the PAFs of the other
signals are given (thus, αpi2I is known). From (4), we have
Opinpi1 = {γpin < γ
pi1
th } (9)
Opinpi2 = {γpin < max (γ
pi1
th , γ
pi2
th )} , (10)
where, for convenience, we use the notation
γpikth =
2rpik − 1
αpik − (2
rpik − 1)αpikI
, k ∈ K (11)
which denotes the channel SNR required to decode xpik given
that xpii , i < k have already been decoded and removed from
the received signal.
To proceed, we introduce the following proposition on the
optimal PAFs.
Proposition 1: At the optimal power allocation, the con-
straint in (5d) is satisfied with equality, i.e.,∑
k∈K
αpik = 1. (12)
Proof: When ∑k∈K αpik < 1, we can decrease γpikth , k ∈
K by scaling up all the PAFs by a factor of ε = 1/
∑
k∈K αpik ,
which gives rise to a lower outage probability for all the users.
Hence, the optimal PAFs should satisfy (12).
From (12), we know that αpi1 = 1−αpi2I −αpi2 . Hence, we
concentrate on the selection of αpi2 in the following. According
to αpi1I = αpi2 + α
pi2
I and the constraints in (12) and (8) (for
k = 1 and 2), we obtain the feasible range of αpi2 as follows
α2 ∈ ((2
rpi2 − 1)αpi2I , 1/2
rpi1 − αpi2I ) . (13)
It is not difficult to see that as αpi2 approaches its lower
bound, γpi2th turns to be infinite while γ
pi1
th is a finite positive
4Fig. 1. The variation of the values of γpi1th and γ
pi2
th with respect to αpi2 .
value, and as αpi2 approaches its upper bound, γpi1th turns to
be infinite while γpi2th is a finite positive value. So there exists
an α∗pi2 ∈ ((2
rpi2 − 1)αpi2I , 1/2
rpi1 − αpi2I ) such that γ
pi1
th = γ
pi2
th
when αpi2 = α∗pi2 . Then, by the monotonicity of γ
pi1
th and γ
pi2
th
with respect to αpi2 , we can rephrase Opinpi2 in (10) as follows
Opinpi2 =
{
{γpin < γ
pi1
th } , α2 ∈ (α
∗
2, 1/2
rpi1 − αpi2I ) ,
{γpin < γ
pi2
th } , α2 ∈ ((2
rpi2 − 1)αpi2I , α
∗
2] .
(14)
Fig. 1 illustrates the variation of the values of γpi1th and γ
pi2
th with
respect to αpi2 . From Fig. 1, for any α˙ in
(
α∗pi2 , 1/2
rpi1 − αpi2I
)
,
we can find an α¨ in ((2rpi2 − 1)αpi2I , α∗pi2 ] that satisfies
γpi2th |αpi2=α¨ = γ
pi1
th |αpi2=α˙, namely, the required value of γpin
to recover xpi2 is the same when αpi2 = α¨ as when αpi2 = α˙.
However, the decoding of xpi1 becomes easier by setting αpi2
to be α¨ instead of α˙, since γpi1th decreases with αpi2 . Thus,
for the decoding of xpi1 and xpi2 , it is optimal to select αpi2
in ((2rpi2 − 1)αpi2I , α∗pi2 ], which is equivalent to the constraint
of γpi1th ≤ γ
pi2
th . What is more, to make the decoding of xpi1
and xpi2 more easier is beneficial for the decoding of the
following signals (i.e., xpii , i > 2). Hence, the optimality of
the constraint γpi1th ≤ γ
pi2
th holds true for the whole system.
The above conclusion can be extended to the selection of all
the PAFs using an inductive method, for which the following
theorem is given.
Theorem 1: To achieve the optimal outage performance for
a given decoding order pi = (π1, π2, · · · , πK), the PAFs
should satisfy the constraints in (8) and (12) and
γpi1th ≤ γ
pi2
th ≤ · · · ≤ γ
piK
th . (15)
Proof: See Appendix A for the proof.
Theorem 1 implies that with a pre-assumed decoding order,
the PAFs should be selected such that each user signal is more
easier to be decoded than the user signals that are decoded
later than it. From another perspective, if a user’s signal can
be decoded, then the signals of the users with a prior decoding
order should be decodable too at the same channel SNR.
Otherwise, a different decoding order from the one assumed
could be used to achieve a better outage performance.
The constraints in (8), (12), and (15) form the conditions
on the optimal power allocation in the elementary downlink
NOMA system, which can be applied to more general outage
performance analysis while not only the fairness emphasized
case as considered in our work.
B. Optimal decoding order from the outage balancing per-
spective
Consider the decoding order pi = {π1, π2, · · · , πK} and as-
sume that the optimal power allocation conditions in (8), (12),
and (15) are satisfied. Then, the weighted success probability
of each user Upik can be given as follows
(
1− Pr
{
Opikpik
})wpik =
1− Pr
 ⋃
j∈K,j≤k
γpik < γ
pij
th

wpik
=(1− Pr {γpik < γ
pik
th })
wpik
=exp
(
−
γpikth
Γpik/wpik
)
, k ∈ K (16)
where in the second step we have used (15) in Theorem 1.
Then, we have the following theorem on the optimal decoding
order.
Theorem 2: For the MinWSP-Max problem in (5), there
exists an optimal decoding order pio = {πo1 , πo2 , · · · , πoK}, for
which the following conditions are satisfied
Γpio
1
wpio
1
≤
Γpio
2
wpio
2
≤ · · · ≤
Γpio
K
wpio
K
. (17)
Proof: We consider an arbitrary decoding order pi =
{π1, π2, · · · , πK} and prove Theorem 2 by showing that for
any two adjacent users Upim and Upim+1 , 1 ≤ m < K , if
Γpim/wpim > Γpim+1/wpim+1 , then by exchanging the decoding
orders of xpim and xpim+1 , the minimum of the weighted
success probabilities of these two users can either be increased
or keeped unchanged, while not affecting the weighted success
probabilities of the other users. If the above statement is true,
then by iteratively optimizing the decoding order of any two
adjacent users, we can achieve an optimal decoding order that
is the same as the one in Theorem 2. See Appendix B for the
detailed proof.
Theorem 2 implies that to balance the outage probabilities
of the users, it is optimal to assign a higher priority in the
decoding sequence for the signal of the user with a smaller
weighted average channel gain, namely, the optimal decoding
order depends on the ordering of the weighted average channel
gains of the users, where the weighting factor imposed on the
average channel gain is the reciprocal of that imposed on the
corresponding success probability. For instance, if Γi/wi <
Γj/wj , then xi should be decoded prior to xj .
The conclusion of Theorem 2 is intuitive from the weighted
success probability expression in (16) with the monotonicity
of the exponential function and the optimal constraints on γpikth ,
k ∈ K in (15).
C. Optimal PAFs and the Optimized Outage Probabilities
Suppose that the optimal decoding order as stated in Theo-
rem 2 is adopted. Then, according to Theorem 1, the MinWSP-
5Max problem in (5) can be reformulated as
max
α
min
k∈K
exp
(
−
γ
piok
th
Γpio
k
/wpio
k
)
(18a)
s.t.
∑
k∈K
αpio
k
= 1, (18b)
0 ≤ αpio
k
≤ 1, for k ∈ K, (18c)
αpio
k
>
(
2
rpio
k − 1
)
α
piok
I , for k ∈ K, (18d)
γ
pio1
th ≤ γ
pio2
th ≤ · · · ≤ γ
pioK
th . (18e)
Since exp(−x) is a monotone decreasing function of x, the
objective function in (18a) can be replaced by γpiokth /Γpiok ·wpiok .
In addition, the constraints in (18c-e) can be combined to be
the following compacted form
0 < γ
pio1
th ≤ γ
pio2
th ≤ · · · ≤ γ
pioK
th . (19)
Hence, the optimization problem in (18) is equivalent to
min
α
max
k∈K
γ
piok
th
Γpio
k
/wpio
k
(20a)
s.t.
∑
k∈K
αpio
k
= 1, (20b)
constraints in (19). (20c)
From the preconditions that Γpio
1
/wpio
1
≤ Γpio
2
/wpio
2
≤ · · · ≤
Γpio
K
/wpio
K
and the constraints in (20c), it is possible to select
the PAFs such that all γpi
o
k
th /Γpiok ·wpiok , k ∈ K are equal. Inspired
by this, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2: At the optimal solution of (20), the follow-
ing constraints are satisfied
γ
pio1
th
Γpio
1
/wpio
1
=
γ
pio2
th
Γpio
2
/wpio
2
= · · · =
γ
pioK
th
Γpio
K
/wpio
K
= A. (21)
where A is an auxiliary variable.
Proof: See Appendix C for the proof.
From Proposition 2, the users have equal weighted success
probability at the optimal solution of the MinWSP-Max prob-
lem, which is exp(−A). The resulted outage probabilities of
the users are P outpio
k
= 1 − exp(A/wpio
k
), k ∈ K. As can be
expected, the user with a larger w will suffer a smaller outage
probability. The optimal power allocation is given in terms of
the PAFs in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: For the elementary downlink NOMA system,
to achieve the optimal balanced outage performance, the PAFs
of the users should be selected according to (22); on top of
the next page, where
A =
2rpi
o
1 − 1
Γpio
1
/wpio
1
+
K∑
k=2
2
rpio
k − 1
Γpio
k
/wpio
k
· 2
∑k−1
j=1
rpio
j , (23)
Proof: First, expand and rephrase the equations in (21)
as follows
αpio
k
A =
 1
Γpio
k
/wpio
k
+
K∑
j=k+1
αpio
j
A
(2rpiok − 1) , k ∈ K.
(24)
Then, from the fact that A =
∑
k∈K αpiokA, the expression of
A in (23) can be obtained through some manipulations. The
optimal PAFs can be obtained by solving the equations in (21)
successively from large to small with respective to the value
of k.
Recall that Γpio
k
= P/N0E(|hpio
k
|2), from the expression of
αpio
k
, k ∈ K, the optimal PAFs are determined by the targeted
data rates, average channel gains, and weighting factors of the
users, while not affect by the transmit SNR, P/N0. Moreover,
to increase P/N0 only decreases the outage probabilities of
all the users by the same amount in the logarithmic scale and
does not affect the relative outage performance of the users.
IV. NOMA WITH USER GROUPING
In the elementary downlink NOMA system, all active users
are scheduled simultaneously in each channel block. However,
this may be impractical, because the complexity of SIC scales
at least linearly with the number of the users that are involved
in a transmission [9], [13], [26]. In this section, we consider
the case with user grouping, in which the number of the users
involved in a transmission is much smaller than K , and hence
a better complexity and performance tradeoff can be achieved.
The associated problems of power and resource allocation
among different user groups are investigated from the outage
balancing perspective.
A. User Grouping
To realize NOMA with user grouping, the first problem is
how to group the users. We focus on the case when all the
user groups have the same number of users, denoted by L.
This is considered because it is simple to be realized and (as
will be shown) can achieve a good enough performance. Use
G = {1, 2, · · · , G} to denote the set of the user groups, where
G = K/L. Though it is assumed that K is a multiple of L,
the following analysis can be applied to all possible values of
K . Specifically, when K is not a multiple of L, we can add
GL−K virtual users with extremely good channel qualities (or
extremely small weighting factor) to the user set. The system
with virtual users can well approximate the original one, since
the power required by the virtual users is nearly zero, which
has trivial effect on the performance of the other users.
Two grouping algorithms will be considered, random group-
ing and optimal grouping. At each time, the random grouping
algorithm randomly selects L users from the ungrouped user
set and forms them into a new group, which is repeated until
there are no users remained. The computational complexity of
random grouping is O(K). The optimal grouping algorithm is
realized by recursive search of all candidate grouping modes.
The number of the grouping modes is K!/
(
(L!)
K
L
K
L !
)
, which
increases exponentially with K .
B. Inter-Group Power and Resource Allocation
For downlink NOMA with user grouping, each user group
can be treated as an elementary downlink NOMA system with
L users. Similarly as in Section III-C, there should be an “A”
for each user group, which we denote by Ag for g ∈ G. Use
6αpio
k
=

 1
Γpio
k
/wpio
k
+
2
rpio
k+1 − 1
Γpio
k+1
/wpio
k+1
+
K∑
j=k+2
2
rpio
j − 1
Γpio
j
/wpio
j
· 2
∑j−1
s=k+1
rpios
 2rpiok − 1
A
, for k ≤ K − 2, k ∈ K,
(
1
Γpio
K−1
/wpio
K−1
+
2
rpio
K
−1
Γpio
K
/wpio
K
)
2
rpio
K−1 − 1
A
, for k = K − 1,
2
rpio
K − 1
Γpio
K
/wpio
K
A
, for k = K .
(22)
pg and tg respectively to denote the proportion of the power
and the channel resource allocated to group g. Then according
to (23), Ag can be given as follows
Ag =
2rg1/tg − 1
pg/tgΓg1/wg1
+
L∑
l=2
2rgl/tg − 1
pg/tgΓgl/wgl
2
∑l−1
j=1
rgj /tg
= fg(tg)/pg (25)
where gl is the index of the l-th user in group g after sorting the
L users according to Theorem 2, i.e., Γg1/wg1 ≤ Γg2/wg2 ≤
· · · ≤ ΓgL/wgL and
fg(tg) = tg
(
2rg1/tg − 1
Γg1/wg1
+
L∑
l=2
2rgl/tg − 1
Γgl/wgl
2
∑l−1
j=1
rgj /tg
)
.
(26)
The corresponding optimal PAFs of the L users in group g
can be obtained according to (22), which are not shown here
for save of space.
Note that the L users in each group g, g ∈ G will have
the same weighted success probability which monotonously
decreases with Ag. Hence, the problem of inter-group power
and resource allocation to maximize the minimum weighted
success probability of the K users is simply to minimize the
maximum Ag , g ∈ G, which can be formulated as follows
min
pg ,tg,g∈G
max
g∈G
Ag (27a)
s.t. pg ≥ 0, g ∈ G, (27b)∑
g∈G
pg ≤ 1, (27c)
tg ≥ 0, g ∈ G, (27d)∑
g∈G
tg ≤ 1. (27e)
For the above optimization problem, we have the following
propositions
Proposition 3: At the optimal solution of (27), the follow-
ing conditions must be satisfied
Ag = A0, g ∈ G. (28)
where A0 is an auxiliary variable.
Proof: We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that the
conditions in (28) are not satisfied at the optimal solution and
denote by G˜ = argmaxg∈G Ag . It is straightforward from the
monotonicity of Ag with respect to pg that by decreasing all
pg, g ∈ G \ G˜ by an appropriate amount δ and increasing
pg, g ∈ G˜ by (G/G˜ − 1)δ, the value of maxg∈G Ag can be
decreased, where G˜ is the cardinality of G˜. The proposition is
proved.
Proposition 4: At the optimal solution of (27), the con-
straints in (27b) and (27d) are satisfied with inequality and
the constraint in (27c) with equality.
Proof: First, consider the constraints in (27b) and (27d),
if any of them are satisfied with equality, the corresponding
group of users will have a zero weighted success probability,
which violates the outage balancing criterion. Then, if (27c)
is satisfied with inequality, by scaling up all pg, g ∈ G by
a factor of 1/
∑
g∈G pg , all Ag , g ∈ G will be decreased,
as Ag , g ∈ G motonously increases with pg when pg > 0,
which violates the minimization criterion. Hence, to achieve
the optimal solution of (27), the statements in Proposition 4
should be satisfied. The motonicity of Ag with respect to pg
is straightforward from (25).
Proposition 3 implies that the K users will have the same
weighted success probability at the optimal inter-group power
allocation, no matter how the channel resources are allocated.
From proposition 4, the constraint in (27c) is satisfied with
equality at the optimal inter-group power allocation. Then,
according to (25) and (28), we have
A0 = A0
∑
g∈G
pg =
∑
g∈G
pgAg =
∑
g∈G
fg(tg). (29)
The corresponding optimal pg, g ∈ G can be obtained as
pg =
fg(tg)
A0
. (30)
Now, we consider the optimization of the resource allocation
parameters, which is further formulated as follows
min A0 (31a)
s.t.
∑
g∈G
tg ≤ 1, (31b)
tg > 0, g ∈ G. (31c)
where the constraints in (31c) are based on Proposition 4. To
solve problem (31), we have the following propositions
Proposition 5: For any g ∈ G, in the region of {tg|tg >
0}, the first derivative of fg(tg), given in (32), is a strictly
monotone increasing function of tg , and fg(tg) is a strictly
convex function of tg.
f ′g(tg) =−
wg1
Γg1
−
L−1∑
l=1
(
wgl
Γgl
−
wgl+1
Γgl+1
)(
xlg lnx
l
g − x
l
g
)
−
wgL
ΓgL
(
xLg lnx
L
g − x
L
g
)
, g ∈ G (32)
7where for convenience, we use the notation xlg = 2
∑
l
j=1 rgj /tg
.
Proof: See Appendix D for the proof.
Proposition 6: Problem (31) is strictly convex.
Proof: Base on the convexity of fg(tg) (see Proposition
5), it is obvious that A0 is a strictly convex function of tg, g ∈
G in the region defined by (31c), as A0 is a linear combination
of fg(tg), g ∈ G. Moveover, the constraints in (31b) and (31c)
are linear, i.e., convex. Hence, problem (31) is convex.
We resort to the method of Lagrange multiplier to solve
problem (31). The Lagrange function is given by
Λ(t1, · · · , tG, λ) =
∑
g∈G
fg(tg) + λ
∑
g∈G
tg − 1
 (33)
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier for constraint (31b), and
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions are as
follows
∂Λ
∂tg
= f ′g(tg) + λ = 0, g ∈ G, (34a)∑
g∈G
tg ≤ 1 (34b)
λ
∑
g∈G
tg − 1
 = 0, (34c)
λ ≥ 0, (34d)
tg > 0, g ∈ G. (34e)
Due to complicated expression of f ′g(tg), it is hard to solve
the optimality equations in (34) analytically. Here, we provide
a simple iterative algorithm to obtained the optimal tg’s, for
which the following proposition is essential.
Proposition 7: At the optimal solution of (31), the con-
straint in (31b) is satisfied with equality.
Proof: Recall that problem (31) is convex, hence the
conditions in (34) are necessary. From (32), f ′g(tg) < 0 always
holds true for any g ∈ G in the feasible range defined by (31c).
Hence, by (34a), λ has to be strictly positive. Further, (34c)
implies that constraint (34b) or (31b) must be satisfied with
equality.
Since for any g ∈ G, f ′g(tg) < 0 and f ′g(tg) strictly increases
with tg in the feasible range (see Proposition 5), there exists a
unique and strict positive solution for all equations in (34a) for
any given λ > 0. With this observation, the problem of finding
the optimal tg’s can be alternatively solved by finding the λ
which yields tg’s that satisfy (31b) with equality. Though it is
hard to find tg’s adding up exactly to one, we can iteratively
bound λ to mitigate the gap of
∑
g∈G tg to the upper bound
to an acceptable value. To realize this, we have the following
algorithm
Step 1: Set λL = 0, λH = −maxg∈G fg(1), θ = 0;
Step 2: Set λ = (λL + λU )/2 and solve (34a) to obtain tg,
g ∈ G;
Step 3: If
∑
g∈G tg ≤ 1, θ = 0, else θ = 1;
Step 4: If λH − λL ≤ ǫo, t∗g = tg for g ∈ G;
else, set λL = (1−θ)λL+θλ and λH = θλH +(1−
θ)λ, and go to Step 2.
TABLE I
RANDOMLY GENERATED r, w, AND d FOR THE RESULTS IN FIG. 2.
r (bits/s/Hz) w d (meter)
G1 (0.57, 0.04, 1.39) (0.39, 0.30, 0.31) (0.453, 0.788, 0.417)
G2 (0.91, 0.35, 0.74) (0.11, 0.29, 0.60) (0.535, 0.981, 0.480)
G3 (0.47, 0.74, 0.79) (0.25, 0.35, 0.40) (0.904, 0.842, 0.208)
G4 (0.65, 0.23, 1.12) (0.45, 0.46, 0.09) (0.636, 0.550, 0.870)
G5 (0.73, 0.22, 1.05) (0.32, 0.26, 0.42) (0.951, 0.531, 0.784)
Note that from Step 2 to 4, many other line search algorithms
can be used. In step 2, the equations in (34a) can be solved
using the Newton’s method or many others [27]. The compu-
tational complexity of the algorithm depends on the precision
required. Use ǫi to denote the precision required when solving
(34a), then the total complexity is G log ǫo log ǫi. If parallel
computing is available, the complexity will be log ǫo log ǫi.
The optimal A0 and pg’s can be obtained by substituting
t∗g’s into (29) and (30), respectively.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present simulation results to verify our
analysis and show the potential performance gain of NOMA
over OMA. The tradeoff between the complexity and perfor-
mance of NOMA is also discussed. We consider a network
model where the users are uniformly distributed over a circular
disk (with its radius being normalized to be 1 meter) centered
at the source. We assume that Hk = dk−η with dk being
the distance from the source to user Uk and η the pathloss
attenuation factor which is set to be 3.75. The other parame-
ters, including the targeted data rates and weighting factors of
the users, will be specified for each of the following results.
For convenience, we use the notations r = {r1, r2, · · · , rK},
w = {w1, w2, · · · , wK}, and d = {d1, d2, · · · , dK}. As
a reference scheme, we use the conventional TDMA which
refers to the orthogonal allocation of the channel resources and
is essentially equivalent to any OMA scheme [13, Sec. 6.1.3];
both the cases with only power allocation (PA) and with joint
power and resource allocation (PARA) are considered. The
optimal resource allocation in a TDMA system can be solved
by using a methodology similar to that for inter-group resource
allocation in NOMA (see Section IV).
A. Verification of the optimal power allocation and decoding
order selection
To substantiate our analytical results, we provide the solu-
tion of the MinWSP-Max problem by using exhaustive search
of the optimal decoding order and PAFs in Fig. 2, where we
take the case of K = 3 as an example, and randomly generate
five group (G1 to G5) of simulation parameters, which are
given in Table I. As can be observed from Fig. 2, the results by
using exhaustive search well consolidate our analytical results,
in terms of both the outage probabilities and the PAFs of the
users. Also, as analyzed, the user with a larger weighting factor
will have a smaller outage probability.
B. User fairness enhancement by NOMA
To evaluate how does NOMA performs on the average, we
simulate the elementary downlink NOMA system for 5000
8Fig. 2. Outage probabilities and PAFs of the users using both the analytical
results and exhaustive search under five group of randomly generated sim-
ulation parameters as given in Table I. The case of K = 3 is considered,
the sum rate is set to be
∑
K
k=1
rk = 2 bits/s/Hz, and the transmit SNR is
P/N0 = 10 dB.
Fig. 3. The average outage probability of the user 1 with respect to K when
P/N0 = 15 dB and rΣ = 3 bits/s/Hz.
times to cover a large number of scenarios; then, for each
user, the average of its outage probability over all simulations
(average outage probability in short) is used as a performance
measure. At each time, the simulation parameters r, w, and d
are generated independently. The data rates follow a uniform
distribution under the constraint that
∑K
k=1 rk = rΣ, where rΣ
is the sum of the targeted data rates of the users, which can
also be referred to as the targeted system spectral efficiency.
The weighting factors follow a uniform distribution over [0, 1].
By symmetry of the users, they will have very close average
performance. Hence, we only need to focus on one of the K
users in the plots. Here, we choose user 1.
Fig. 3 shows the average outage probability of user 1 with
respect to K . It can be seen that the performance gain of
NOMA over TDMA increases with K when K is small, and
turns to be steady as K becomes large. This can be explained
by the fact that SC utilizes the diversity in the channel qualities
of the users as a new freedom for potential performance gain
Fig. 4. The average outage probability of user 1 with respect to rΣ when
P/N0 = 15 dB and K = 10.
Fig. 5. The transmit SNR required by NOMA and TDMA to achieve an
average outage probability of 0.1 for the users when K = 10.
[1]. Generally, more users implies more rich channel diversity,
while as K becomes large, the increment will be less evident.
Fig. 4 shows the average outage probability of user 1 at
different sum rates. Fig. 5 shows the transmit SNR required by
different schemes at different sum rates and at an average out-
age probability requirement of 0.1 for the users. It is observed
from both the outage performance and power consumption
perspective that NOMA always performs better than TDMA,
no matter when PA or PARA is adopted by TDMA. Also, we
see that the advantage of NOMA becomes increasingly more
evident as the data rate increases. This is because NOMA
exploits the channel resources more efficiently than OMA, and
hence is more beneficial at higher data rate. Note that when
the data rate is rather high, the advantage of NOMA will be
less evident, because it becomes difficult for all the schemes
to support the communication, and both NOMA and OMA
will have a bad outage performance. The results are omitted
here for save of space.
9Fig. 6. Impact of user grouping algorithm and group size on the performance of NOMA. P/N0 = 15 dB and K = 8.
1) Discussion: From Fig. 4 and 5, the performance gain
of NOMA over TDMA is limited when resource allocation
among the users is available for TDMA. However, the effect
of resource allocation in practical systems will be much worse
than it theoretically does. Theoretically, the channel resources
can be arbitrarily divided among the users, i.e., continuous
resource allocation. Such an ideal condition is not available
in practice. Generally, according to the operating mode of
existing communication systems, we can only allocate integer
resource blocks to each user, i.e., discrete resource allocation.
In this sense, resource allocation will result in additional delay,
for which the range of resource allocation will be restricted.
Even if we divide the original resource block into smaller
parts, it is the most possible to divide it into equal parts.
For better understanding, we also show TDMA with discrete
time allocation in Fig. 4 and 5, where we use T to denote
the number of sub-timeslots that each original timeslot can
be divided into. Obviously, T reflects the ability in resource
allocation of the practical system. As discussed above, discrete
resource allocation performs much worse than the theoretically
optimal one.
C. Performance and complexity tradeoff
In this subsection, the case with user grouping is evaluated.
The focus is on the complexity and performance tradeoff of
NOMA. For notational convenience, we denote by NOMA the
case without user grouping, NOMA-O the case with optimal
user grouping, and NOMA-R the case with random user
grouping. In addition, we use PA to denote that only inter-
group power allocation is adopted by NOMA and use PARA
to denote that both inter-group power and resource allocation
are adopted by NOMA. The configuration of the parameters
r, w, and d is the same as in the previous subsection. Also,
we focus on user 1 in the plots.
Fig. 6 gives the average outage probability of user 1 with
respect to rΣ under different user grouping algorithms and
group sizes. From Fig. 6, it is observed that both NOMA-R
and NOMA-O outperform the corresponding TDMA scheme
(either with PA or with PARA), irrespective of the group
size L. Though NOMA-R performs worse than NOMA-O,
the performance gap is small, especially when L is ralatively
large and/or resource allocation is adopted. Also, we see that
NOMA-R with L = 2 can achieve a performance very close to
that of NOMA when PARA is adopted. Even when resource
allocation is unavailable, NOMA-R with L between 2 and 4
can reap a large portion of the performance gain of NOMA
(over TDMA with PA). These obvervations imply that NOMA
with rand user grouping and a small group size can achieve
a good enough performance. We know that the complexity of
inter-group resource allocation in NOMA is the same to that
of time allocation in TDMA, hence the additional complexity
of user grouping mainly lies in the user grouping algorithm.
Since the complexity of random user grouping is negligable
compared to that of SIC, it is attractive and also effective to
improve the compexity and performance tradeoff of NOMA
by user grouping.
In the previous subsection, we have discussed that due
to the physical limitations in practical communication sys-
tems, resource allocation can only be performed in a discrete
manner, which may degrade the effectiveness of resource
allocation. Fig. 7 illustrates the impact of such restriction
on the effectiveness of inter-group resource allocation in a
10
Fig. 7. Impact of discrete resource allocation on the performance of NOMA with user grouping. P/N0 = 15 dB and K = 12.
downlink NOMA system. Interestingly, the case with discrete
resource allocation and T = 3 achieves a performance very
close to that with the optimal continuous one. This is because
in NOMA, the performance of the users in the same group
have already been balanced by nonorthogonal transmission
with fairness power allocation. As a result, the imbalance in
the performance of different user groups becomes less severe,
and hence the demand for resource allocation (to enhance user
fairness) is much weaker than in a TDMA system.
VI. CONCLUSION
The outage balancing problem was investigated to achieve
the optimal fairness outage performance in a downlink NOMA
system when only statistical CSI is available at the transmitter.
Both the problems of power allocation and decoding order se-
lection were thoroughly studied and solved analytically. It was
proved that the optimal decoding order is determined by the
ordering of the weighted average channel gains of the users.
The simulation results for both the cases with and without user
grouping illustrated that NOMA performs much better than
OMA in terms of the fairness outage performance, especially
when the practical discrete resource allocation restriction is
taken into account. For the case with user grouping, we solved
the problems of inter-group power and resource allocation. It
was substantiated by simulations that user grouping serves as
an effective method to reduce the implementation complexity
of NOMA due to SIC. The complexity issue of user grouping
can be well circumvented by using a random user grouping
algorithm, which has negligible complexity when compared
with that of SIC. It was shown that NOMA with random user
grouping and a small group size (2 to 4 users in each group)
can reap most of the performance gain of NOMA.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
It has already been proved in Section III-A that γpi1th ≤ γ
pi2
th ,
we only need to further prove that γpimth ≤ γ
pim+1
th for 2 ≤ m <
K under the assumption that
γpi1th ≤ γ
pi2
th ≤ · · · ≤ γ
pim
th . (35)
Consider the decoding of any two adjacent signals xpim and
xpim+1 , 2 ≤ m < K at an arbitrary user Upin , 2 ≤ n < K
under the assumption that the constraints in (8), (12), and (35)
are satisfied and the PAFs of all the users other than Upim and
Upim+1 are given. Then, the outage events in decoding xpim
and xpim+1 at Upin can be given by
Opinpim =
 ⋃
j∈K,j≤m
γpinpij < 2
rpij − 1

=
 ⋃
j∈K,j≤m
γpin < γ
pij
th

=
{
γpin < γ
pim
th
} (36)
and Opinpim+1 =
{
γpin < γ
pim+1
th
}⋃
Opinpim
=
{
γpin < max
(
γ
pim+1
th , γ
pim
th
)}
, (37)
respectively. It is worth mentioning that the second and third
steps in (36) are based on the assumptions stated in (8) and
(35), respectively.
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Based on
∑
k∈K αpik = 1, α
pim
I = αpim+1 +α
pim+1
I , and the
constraints in (8) (for k = m and m + 1), the feasible range
of αpim+1 is obtained as
αpim+1 ∈
(
(2rpim+1 − 1)α
pim+1
I ,
1−
∑m−1
k=1 αpik
2rpim
− α
pim+1
I
)
.
(38)
Following the same lines as the discussion on the selection
of αpi2 in section III-A, it can be prove that for the decod-
ing of xpim , xpim+1 , and the following signals (i.e., xpim+2 ,
xpim+3 , · · · , xpiK ), the optimal αpim and αpim+1 should satisfy
γpimth ≤ γ
pim+1
th . Note that the selection of αpim and αpim+1
does not affect the decoding of the signals prior to xpim (i.e.,
xpi1 , xpi2 , · · · , xpim−1 ), it can be concluded that the constraint
γ
pim+1
th ≥ γ
pim
th is optimal for the whole system. Since xpim and
xpim+1 are arbitrarily assumed, the optimality of the constraints
in (15) can be proved.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Assume optimal power allocation among the users accord-
ing to Theorem 1. Then from γpimth ≤ γ
pim+1
th in (15), we obtain
an upper bound on αpim+1 as follows
αpim+1 ≤
2rpim+1 − 1
2rpim2rpim+1 − 1
(1− α¯) , (39)
where α¯ =
∑
k∈K,k 6=m,m+1 αpik denotes the sum of the PAFs
of all the users except Upim and Upim+1 . First, we will show
that for any feasible values of αpim and αpim+1 , we can find
new PAFs βpim and βpim+1 for Upim and Upim+1 , respectively,
such that the following constraints are satisfied
βpim + βpim+1 = 1− α¯, (40)
γ˜
pim+1
th ≤ γ˜
pim
th ≤ γ
pim+1
th , (41)
where in (41), we use the following notations
γ˜
pim+1
th =
2rpim+1 − 1
βpim+1 − (2
rpim+1 − 1)(α
pim+1
I + βpim)
, (42)
γ˜pimth =
2rpim − 1
βpim − (2
rpim − 1)α
pim+1
I
. (43)
In fact, the first inequality in (41) can be satisfied if
βpim+1 ≥
(
1−
2rpim − 1
2rpim2rpim+1 − 1
)
(1− α¯) , (44)
which is definitely feasible, and the second inequality in (41)
is equivalent to
βpim+1 ≤ 1− α¯−
2rpim − 1
2rpim+1 − 1
αpim+1 , (45)
which is feasible without violating the first one considering the
precondition in (39). The inequalities in (41) imply that if we
use the new PAFs for xpim and xpim+1 , xpim should be decoded
after xpim+1 while the decoding orders of the signals xpim+2 ,
xpim+3 , · · · , xpiK will not be affected. The equality in (40)
implies that the PAFs of the other users are not changed. So if
we keep the decoding orders of the signals prior to xpim (i.e.,
xpim+2 , xpim+3 , · · · , xpiK ) unchanged, the outage probabilities
of all the users other than Upim and Upim+1 will not be affected
by the selection of the new PAFs.
Now suppose that we have exchanged the decoding orders
of xpim and xpim+1 by using the new PAFs βpim and βpim+1
that satisfy (44) and (45), and the decoding orders of the other
user signals are unchanged. Use O˜pimpim and O˜
pim+1
pim+1 to denote
the outage events of user Upim and Upim+1 , respectively, under
the new decoding order. Then, we have
O˜pim+1pim+1 =
{
γpim+1 < γ˜
pim+1
th
}⋃
Opim+1pim−1
=
{
γpim+1 < max
(
γ˜
pim+1
th , γ
pim−1
th
)}
, (46)
O˜pimpim = {γpim < γ˜
pim
th }
⋃
O˜pimpim+1
= {γpim < γ˜
pim
th }
⋃{
γpim < max
(
γ˜
pim+1
th , γ
pim−1
th
)}
=
{
γpim < max
(
γ˜pimth , γ
pim−1
th
)}
. (47)
Note that in the second step of (47), we have expanded O˜pimpim+1
which can be similarly treated as O˜pim+1pim+1 in (46), and in the
third step, we have used the inequalities in (41). From (46)
and (47), we obtain the weighted success probabilities of Upim
and Upim+1 under the new decoding order as follows(
1− Pr
{
O˜pimpim
})wpim
= exp
(
−
max
(
γ˜pimth , γ
pim−1
th
)
Γpim/wpim
)
,
(48)(
1− Pr
{
O˜pim+1pim+1
})wpim+1
= exp
(
−
max
(
γ˜
pim+1
th , γ
pim−1
th
)
Γpim+1/wpim+1
)
.
(49)
Under the original decoding order, the weighted success prob-
abilities of Upim and Upim+1 are given by(
1− Pr
{
Opimpim
})wpim = exp(− γpimth
Γpim/wpim
)
, (50)(
1− Pr
{
Opim+1pim+1
})wpim+1
= exp
(
−
γ
pim+1
th
Γpim+1/wpim+1
)
.
(51)
With the facts that γ˜pim+1th ≤ γ˜
pim
th ≤ γ
pim+1
th and γ
pim−1
th ≤
γpimth ≤ γ
pim+1
th , it can be proved that when Γpim/wpim >
Γpim+1/wpim+1 ,
min
((
1− Pr
{
O˜pimpim
})wpim
,
(
1− Pr
{
O˜pim+1pim+1
})wpim+1)
≥ min
((
1− Pr
{
Opimpim
})wpim ,(1− Pr{Opim+1pim+1})wpim+1) .
(52)
In other words, if Γpim/wpim > Γpim+1/wpim+1 , the minimum
of the weighted success probabilities of Upim and Upim+1 after
exchanging the decoding orders of their signals is greater than
or equal to that under the original decoding order.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
We will prove this by controdiction. Suppose that not all
γ
piok
th /Γpiok · wpiok are equal at the optimal solution and denote
by K′ the set of the indices such that γpi
o
k′
th /Γpiok′ · wpi
o
k′
=
12
maxk∈K γ
piok
th /Γpiok ·wpiok for any k
′ ∈ K′. Now, if we scale up all
αpio
k′
, k′ ∈ K′ by δ′ > 1 and scale down all αpio
k
, k ∈ K\K′ by
δ =
∑
k∈K\K′ αpiok
−
∑
k′∈K′ αpio
k′
(1−δ′)
∑
k∈K−K′ αpiok
< 1, γ
pio
k′
th /Γpiok′ ·wpi
o
k′
for
all k′ ∈ K′ can be decreased while γpi
o
k
th /Γpiok ·wpiok , k ∈ K\K
′
will increase, which is straightforward from the definition of
γth (see (11)). The value of δ ensures that the constraint in
(20b) is satisfied. In addition, it can proved that if δ′ is small
enough, the constraints in (20c) will not be violated, and the
maximum of γpi
o
k
th /Γpiok · wpiok , k ∈ K \ K
′ can be smaller than
the minimum of γpi
o
k′
th /Γpiok′ · wpi
o
k′
, k′ ∈ K′. The proof of the
second part is stratightforward, hence we focus on the proof
of the first part in the following.
Denote by γ˜pi
o
k
th the value of γ
piok
th after scaling up or down
the PAFs as stated in the above. Then, according to (11), the
expression of γ˜pi
o
k
th is given in (53); on top of the next page.
First, we prove that there exists a δ′ > 1 satisfying γ˜pi
o
1
th > 0.
With the fact that γpi
o
1
th > 0, it is directly from (11) and (53b)
that γ˜pi
o
1
th > 0 is always satisfied if 1 ∈ K′. While if 1 ∈ K\K′,
γ˜
pio1
th > 0 can be satisfied only if we choose a small enough
δ′ (> 1), since γpio1th > 0. Use δ′1 (> 1) to denote the upper
bound on the value of δ′ that satisfies γ˜pi
o
1
th > 0. Then, we
prove that there exists a δ′ ∈ (1, δ′1] satisfying γ˜
piok
th ≤ γ˜
piok+1
th
for the following four cases,
• Case 1: k ∈ K \ K′, k + 1 ∈ K \ K′, and k < K;
• Case 2: k ∈ K′, k + 1 ∈ K′, and k < K;
• Case 3: k ∈ K′, k + 1 ∈ K \ K′, and k < K;
• Case 4: k ∈ K \ K′, k + 1 ∈ K′, and k < K .
It can be proved that γ˜pi
o
k
th ≤ γ˜
piok+1
th is always satisfied for the
first three cases by simply comparing the expressions of γ˜pi
o
k
th
and γ˜pi
o
k+1
th with the fact that γ
piok
th ≤ γ
piok+1
th . For Case 4, we
have the following relation of equivalence
γ˜
piok
th ≤ γ˜
piok+1
th ⇐⇒
αpio
k
2
rpio
k − 1
−
δ′
δ
αpio
k+1
≥
δ′
δ
αpio
k+1
2
rpio
k+1 − 1
,
(54)
which can be easily obtained from (53). From γpiokth ≤ γ
piok+1
th ,
we know that
αpio
k
2
rpio
k − 1
− αpio
k+1
≥
αpio
k+1
2
rpio
k+1 − 1
. (55)
Obviously, if the condition in (55) is satisfied with inequaltiy,
we can find a δ′2 > 1 such that (54) is satisfied if δ′ ≤ δ′2.
It can be seen that the condition in (55) can only be satisfied
with inequaltiy in Case 4. Since if not so, γpi
o
k
th and γ
piok+1
th will
be equal; then from the fact that Γpio
k
/wpio
k
≤ Γpio
k+1
/wpio
k+1
,
γ
piok
th /Γpiok ·wpiok will be greater than or equal to γ
piok+1
th /Γpiok+1 ·
wpio
k+1
, which violates the fact that k ∈ K\K′ and k+1 ∈ K′
in Case 4. From the above discussions, if we choose δ′ in
the range of (1,min (δ′1, δ′2)], the constraint in (20c) will be
satisfied.
It follows that if we choose a suitable δ′, maxk∈K γpi
o
k
th /Γpiok ·
wpio
k
can be further decreased, which contradicts the optimality
assumption.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
We first consider the first derivation of fg(tg), which is
given by
f ′g(tg) =
2rg1/tg − 1− 2rg1/tg ln 2rg1/tg
Γg1/wg1
+
2rg2/tg − 1− 2rg2/tg ln 2rg2/tg
Γg2/wg2
2rg1/tg
−
2rg2/tg − 1
Γg2/wg2
2rg1/tg ln 2rg1/tg
· · ·
+
2rgl/tg − 1− 2rgl/tg ln 2rgl/tg
Γgl/wgl
2
∑l−1
j=1
rgj /tg
−
2rgl/tg − 1
Γgl/wgl
2
∑l−1
j=1 rgj /tg ln 2
l−1∑
j=1
rgj/tg
· · ·
+
2rgL/tg − 1− 2rgL/tg ln 2rgL/tg
ΓgL/wgl
2
∑L−1
j=1
rgj /tg
−
2rgL/tg − 1
ΓgL/wgL
2
∑L−1
j=1
rgj /tg ln 2
L−1∑
j=1
rgj/tg. (56)
After some algebraic manipulations, the expression in (56) can
be rephrased as in (32).
Since x lnx − x strictly increases with x when x ≥ 1,
and for any l ∈ L = {1, 2, · · · , L}, xl > 1 and xl strictly
decreases with tg when tg > 0. It is then clear that each term
xlg lnx
l
g−x
l
g, l ∈ L is a strictly monotone decreasing function
of tg when tg > 0. In addition, it is always true that wgl/Γgl >
0 for l ∈ L and wg1/Γg1 ≥ wg2/Γg2 ≥ · · · ≥ wgL/ΓgL .
Hence, f ′g(tg) is a strictly monotone increasing function of tg
when tg > 0.
With the knowledge that f ′g(tg) strictly increases with tg
when tg > 0, it is intuitive that the second derivate of fg(tg)
will be positive when tg > 0. However, for completeness, we
still give the second derivate of fg(tg) as follows
f ′′g (tg) =
L−1∑
l=1
(
wgl
Γgl
−
wgl+1
Γgl+1
)(
xlg(lnx
l
g)
2/tg
)
+
wgL
ΓgL
(
xLg (lnx
L
g )
2/tg
)
, g ∈ G (57)
It is obvious that f ′′g (tg) > 0 when tg > 0, which proves the
strict convexity of fg(tg) with respect to tg when tg > 0.
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